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PMP EXAM PREP QUESTIONS 2021 – 2022 By Domain300 Challenging, Situational, and
Scenario-based Questions l Close to the Real PMP® Exam l + Detailed and Rich Answers
Explanations l Covering the Current PMP® Exam l All you need to pass your PMP®
Exam.-------------------------------------------------------The information in this material is:Fully aligned
with the current PMP® Exam.Fully aligned with the latest PMI® Examination Content Outline -
ECO for the PMP® Exam takers.This book is your stepping stone for successfully acquire your
PMP Certification.It provides 300 highly realistic questions to prepare you for the real PMP®
exam, identifying any knowledge gabs and clearing any hard-to understand concepts.Detailed
and Rich Answers Explanations, and Resources referencing provided for each question.It
covers the entire PMP® exam objectives, People, Process, and Business Environment as well
as Predictive, Agile, and Hybrid approaches, using Highly-Realistic, Challenging, Situational,
and Scenario-based questions to prepare you not only for the exam but also for your future
career.The best way to pass the PMP® Foundation Exam is "To Practice". So, It’s highly
recommended to do all Practice Tests of this course several times until achieve score above
90% in each.This book will greatly help you and boost your chances of getting certified.After
practicing the questions included in this book, you will have a clear idea of your readiness for the
real PMP® Exam and you will be able to identify and focus on your weakness and you will be
fully prepared for what it is like to take the PMP® Certification Exam.This book is designed
around the latest PMI® Examination Content Outline - ECO for the PMP® Exam takers, so you
can pass the actual PMP® Certification Exam with
confidence!-------------------------------------------------------PMP® is a registered trademark of the
Project Management Institute, Inc. PMI® is a service and trademark of the Project Management
Institute, Inc. which is registered in the United States and other nations. PMBOK® is a
trademark of the Project Management Institute, Inc. which is registered in the United States and
other nations.

Learn How to Quickly Solve Difficult MTEL Test QuestionsHere's a little "secret" about the
MTEL: the MTEL is what we in the test preparation field call a "content driven" test.While some
tests are looking to see what you are ABLE to learn, the purpose of the Massachusetts Tests for
Educator Licensure (MTEL), offered by the Massachusetts Department of Education (MDOE)
and National Evaluation Systems (NES), is to test your understanding of what you have already
learned. The goal of the MTEL is to use a standardized testing process to create an objective
assessment of a test taker's knowledge and skills.In other words, it's more about what you know
than your ability to solve clever puzzles. This is good news for those who are serious about being
prepared, because it boils down to a very simple strategy:You can succeed on the MTEL by



learning critical concepts on the test so that you are prepared for as many questions as
possible.Repetition and thorough preparation is a process that rewards those who are serious
about being prepared, which means that succeeding on the MTEL is within the reach of virtually
anyone interested in learning the material.This is great news! It means that if you've been
worried about your upcoming MTEL, you can rest easy IF you have a good strategy for knowing
what to study and how to effectively use repetition to your advantage.But it also creates another
set of problems.If you tried to memorize every single possible thing you can for the MTEL, the
field of possible things to review would be so huge that you could not hope to cover everything in
a reasonable time.That's why we created the MTEL Flashcard Study System: we have taken all
of the possible topics and reduced them down to the hundreds of concepts you must know and
provided an easy-to-use learning method to guarantee success on the MTEL.We wanted this
system to be simple, effective, and fast so that you can succeed on your MTEL with a minimum
amount of time spent preparing for it. --Here Are Some of the Features of Our MTEL Flashcard
Study SystemStudy after study has shown that repetition is the most effective form of learning-
and nothing beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and
fastFlashcards engage more of your senses in the learning process- you "compete" with yourself
to see if you know the answers to the questions, and the flipping action gets you actively
involved in the learning processOur cards are printed on heavy, bright white 67 lb. cover stock,
and are laser printed at 1200 dpi on our industrial printers- these are professional-quality cards
that will not smear or wear out with heavy usageWe cover the major content areas on the
examOur flashcards include an edge that is micro-perforated, which means that you are much
less likely to have a painful papercut on your fingers when moving quickly through the cardsOur
cards are portable, making it easy for you to grab a few and study while waiting for the bus or the
doctor, or anywhere where you have a spare moment that would otherwise be wastedOur MTEL
cards are written in an easy to understand, straightforward style - we don't include any more
technical jargon than what you need to pass the testThe cards are a generous size- 3.67 x 4.25
inches- they fit perfectly in your hands and they aren't so small that you have to use a magnifying
glass to read tiny type- all questions and answers are in a normal-size print for easy studyingOur
cards include in-depth explanations- you won't see any "one word" answers on our cards that
require you to go get a textbook to understand why your answer was wrong- all of our cards
include generous, thorough explanations so you not only get it right or wrong- but you also know
why!We use a font created by Microsoft to make reading easier- this will enable you to absorb
more information painlessly during late night study sessionsOur system enables you to study in
small, digestible bits of information- unlike using boring textbooks, flashcards turn learning into a
"game" you can play until you've mastered the materialIt's easy for a friend to help you study-
they don't even have to know anything about the MTEL- if they can read, then they can quiz you
with our flashcards!Now, let us explain what the MTEL Flashcard Study System is not. It is not a
comprehensive review of your education, as there's no way we could fit that onto a single set of
flashcards.Don't get us wrong: we're not saying that memorization alone will automatically result



in a passing MTEL score- you have to have the ability to apply it as well. However, without the
foundation of the core concepts, you cannot possibly hope to apply the information. After all, you
can't apply what you don't know.MTEL Flashcard Study System is a compilation of the hundreds
of critical concepts you must understand to pass the MTEL. Nothing more, nothing less. --If you
think there's even the smallest chance that these flashcards will help you, you owe it to yourself
to try them out. Don't let fear or doubt stand in the way of your opportunity to achieve the test
score you need to fulfill your dreams.--This text refers to the cards edition.
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    PMP® Exam QuestionsDomain l  People  100  Questions          

Chapter 1Questions Domain l People 100 Questions Question 1:An engineer working on a
software project recently identified a bug just before a deliverable was delivered to the client, she
fixed the bug, and documented the problem and solution for the rest of the team and
organization. Her work was exemplary, and the head of the client services department is very
grateful because the relationship with the client suffered a challenge on a different project that
he is working hard to repair. He wanted to thank the engineer, so he left a nice bottle of wine on
her desk before he left the office for the day, without taking into account that she is Muslim and



does not drink alcohol. Which of the following should the head of the client services department
have done?A. Give a gift certificateB. Consult the project managerC. Ask the engineer what she
wanted to receiveD. Consult the project sponsor Question 2:Influence, empathy, and creativity
are valuable assets to have when managing a project team. These skills are often called:A.
Feedback-based skillsB. Ad hoc skillsC. Soft skillsD. Hard skills Question 3:The project manager
told his team that they would have to work over the weekend if they did not get their assigned
tasks completed. Which of the following project manager powers does this best describe?A.
Punitive or coerciveB. Reward-orientedC. PositionalD. Expert Question 4:Juan invited the
manager of a different department to every meeting he scheduled with the project team. He
posted meeting minutes and outstanding follow-ups on the organization's main digital message
board. He also invited two other departmental managers to product reviews. Which of the
following best describes why Juan took these actions?A. Aggressive transparencyB. Daily
standupsC. Project risk managementD. Team member accountability Question 5:The project
manager informed his team that they would receive an extra day of paid time off if they
completed the project by its assigned deadline. Which of the following project manager powers
does this best describe?A. ReferentB. ExpertC. Reward-orientedD. Persuasive Question 6:A
team is being built for an augmented reality product. The company and the team are well suited
for using an agile approach, because senior management values faster delivery to the customer
and the employees has good levels of deep and varied experience. Which of the following
aspects of the new team will the team lead need to pay extra attention to in all phases of the
project?A. Four of the eight team members work remotelyB. The team has worked together
beforeC. The technical lead was just assigned full time to this projectD. The lead engineer is a
former developer Question 7:Which of the following powers of the project manager is not derived
from their position within the organization?A. ReferentB. PunitiveC. Reward-orientedD.
Positional Question 8:The project manager focuses on his team’s growth, learning,
development, autonomy, and well-being. Which leadership style does this best represent?A.
InteractionalB. Laissez-faireC. Servant leaderD. Transactional Question 9:Elise is a new project
manager who has been hired by your company. She joins the project management group of
James, Cal, and Shanique. One day at lunch, a discussion of training arises, and Cal and
Shanique share their view that team member training is only efficient when carefully planned
and formally documented. In fact, they do not believe that there truly is such a thing as
unplanned training. James counters that informal, unplanned training can be very effective and
is more common than they may think. He implores Elise to share what she thinks and settle the
argument. Which of the following positions should Elise take?A. In-house or external training is
a more important question than formal or informalB. Training can be both planned and
unplannedC. The best training is online these daysD. Only formal training is recognized as part
of good team development Question 10:Which of the following is not an input to the Develop
Team process?A. Enterprise environmental factorsB. Recognition and rewardsC. Project
documentsD. Project management plan Question 11:The project manager told his team that



they would have to work over the weekend if they did not get their assigned tasks completed.
Which of the following project manager powers does this best describe?A. PositionalB. Punitive
or coerciveC. Reward-orientedD. Expert Question 12:Agile methodology shows that something
which can reduce risk, support change, and build trust is which of the following?A.
Communication technologyB. Complex stakeholder relationshipsC. Active stakeholder
participationD. Stakeholder diversity Question 13:Which of the following is true of the Tuckman
ladder?A. All steps require the same duration to completeB. Projects with team members who
have worked together before may skip a stepC. The steps are forming, storming, conforming,
performingD. All steps must be followed for project success Question 14:The project manager of
a series of design projects created an environment that motivated his team and facilitated
teamwork. The team members of his current project are in the adjourning stage of the Tuckman
ladder. Which of the following best describes what is happening with the team?A. The team is
getting to know their roles and responsibilitiesB. The team has started to address the technical
decisions of the projectC. The project work is done, the team is moving from this project to the
next oneD. The team performs as a cohesive unit Question 15:During the initial phases of a
project, it comes to the project manager's attention that one of the team members is simply not
up to the job. He's not as qualified as he represented himself to be during the hiring process and
now is a significant risk to the project because of crucial skill gaps and lost trust. The project
manager would like to end the team member's employment and recruit a new employee to fill the
role. Which of the following best describes what the project manager should do first?A. Consult
the team member's functional managerB. Consult the team charterC. Review the enterprise
environmental factorsD. Review the resource management plan Question 16:Several team
members are experiencing both technical and interpersonal conflict. Which of the following is
the best course of action for the project manager to take?A. Determine a solution using project
manager authorityB. Address the conflict early, in private, using a collaborative approachC. Do
not allow conflict to distract; resolve it immediatelyD. Discuss the conflict in a full team meeting
so all members can discuss it Question 17:Which interpersonal skill is described as guiding
rather than directing?A. UnderstandingB. LeadershipC. OrganizationD. Management Question
18:All of the following are examples of management skills used by the project manager
except:A. Negotiating agreements to satisfy the project needsB. Overcoming resistance to
changeC. Influencing people to support the projectD. Facilitating consensus toward project
objectives Question 19:A project team consists of members who all work remotely, but live in the
same metro area. lan, the project manager, notices that some tasks are running behind, and
they are mostly tasks on which several team members collaborate. In an effort to make
collaboration easier and more efficient, lan schedules four in-person meetings for the team over
the next month. Which of the following best describes what he is using in this situation?A.
MotivationB. Conflict managementC. CollocationD. Shared portal Question 20:Which of the
following is not an example of an electronic project management tool?A. Video and web
conferencingB. Collaborative work management toolsC. Virtual office support softwareD. Project



management software Question 21:At your last project status meeting, two of your key
stakeholders got into a disagreement about the time needed for the testing phase of the project.
After the meeting adjourned, you asked both of these stakeholders to meet with you in a smaller
setting to go over the details involved in testing and determine the best course forward. As a
project manager, you resolved this conflict using what?A. Interpersonal skillsB. Negotiation
skillsC. Presentation skillsD. Management skills Question 22:A team member is not performing
as well as expected and is also acting defensive about his poor showing. As the project
manager, you have an opportunity to improve not only the team member's performance, but the
overall performance of the team. Which of the following courses of action should you choose?A.
Collect feedback from other team members and include it in the next round of performance
reviewsB. Enroll him in a supplemental training program and inform him about the course and
scheduleC. Develop rapport, ask his permission to give feedback, take the time to reach
agreement on next stepsD. Conduct an interim performance review and recommend a
demotion Question 23:Gus is seven months into a year-long project and the schedule is
compromised. He understands the project to be at least a month behind schedule. Two key
stakeholders have been very resistant because of changes that occur a result of his project, so
they have been slow to respond to requests for information. Which of the following might have
helped during planning to avoid this situation?A. Manage stakeholder expectationsB. Creation of
a stakeholder engagement assessment matrixC. Analysis of stakeholder risk thresholdsD.
Development of a mind map of stakeholder relationships Question 24:Two project team
members disagree. The project manager discusses the options with both team members,
discussing each approach openly. The team members come together to decide on and then
commit to the solution. Which conflict resolution technique does this best describe?A.
Collaborate/problem solveB. Force/directC. Compromise/reconcileD. Withdraw/avoid Question
25:Harry, a project manager, would like to show the relationship between two variables to help
his team better understand the quality impact. Which tool should he use?A. Fishbone diagramB.
Scatter diagramC. HistogramD. Control chart Question 26:You are the project manager, and
three of your team members are constantly arguing with each other. In order to resolve their
latest conflict, you help them come to a conclusion that uses a little of each of their ideas. Which
conflict management technique is being used in this scenario?A. Withdraw/avoidB. Force/
directC. Collaborate/problem solveD. Compromise/reconcile Question 27:June is trying to figure
out the best approach to dealing with a conflict with stakeholders. Which of the following
methods should she use?A. IgnoreB. CollaborateC. ArbitrateD. Avoid Question 28:What is the
effect of active management of stakeholder involvement?A. It decreases the risk of the project
failing to meet its goals and objectivesB. It neither increases nor decreases the risk of the project
failing to meet its goals and objectivesC. It decreases the risk of the project needing external
stakeholdersD. It increases the risk of the project failing to meet its goals and
objectives Question 29:Which of the following is an engagement-level classification for project
stakeholders?A. ReportingB. SupervisoryC. ResistantD. Controlling Question 30:In agile



environments, which of the following is not a term for the project manager?A. Servant leaderB.
Team coachC. Scrum facilitatorD. Team facilitator Question 31:Virtual teams are used as part of
which of the processes within the Project Resource Management knowledge area?A. Develop
TeamB. Estimate Activity ResourcesC. Manage TeamD. Plan Resource Management Question
32:A stakeholder had been unresponsive for a few weeks and was rather combative in a
meeting this morning. His expertise is needed for comprehensive planning of one of your project
phases, but he now seems unwilling to offer the same type of support he has been relied upon
for in previous projects. It is beginning to become apparent that you may need to develop a
different plan for getting the expert input you need. Which of the following describes a
stakeholder's ability to affect the outcomes of a project or to cause changes to the planning or
execution of a project?A. InterestB. InfluenceC. PowerD. Engagement Question 33:Which power
of the project manager comes from another person respecting him or her?A. FormalB. RewardC.
ReferentD. Expert Question 34:The high-energy project manager motivates and inspires his
team members by encouraging them throughout the project. Which leadership style does this
best represent?A. InteractionalB. TransactionalC. CharismaticD. Transformational Question
35:You have a stakeholder in your project who is very passionate about the product that is being
developed. He is very interested in the project; however, he is not the project sponsor or part of
the sponsor's department and, therefore, has little authority over the project. What is the best
way to keep this stakeholder happy?A. Monitor the stakeholderB. Keep the stakeholder
informedC. Manage the stakeholder closelyD. Keep the stakeholder satisfied Question 36:The
most technically challenging and complex project in an organization’s history is being worked on
by a team led by Lionel. At first, some intense arguments among the team over the best way to
solve a problem seemed as if they might derail the team’s good work efforts. Several months
later, though, the project is well into execution and the team has completed the design of the
product architecture. They have now developed a good understanding of each other and their
working style. Which of the following is the best way for Lionel to handle project conflicts at this
stage?A. He should determine the best solution and work with the team to implement itB. He
should allow the team to determine the best solutions themselves, while he facilitates and
supports themC. He should ask the team for suggestions and hold a voteD. He should ask the
team for input on the best way forward Question 37:The project manager is considering which
recognition and rewards will be given to team members and when they will be given. Which of
the following is the project manager completing?A. Interpersonal and team skillsB. Quality
management planC. Resource management planD. Project management plan Question
38:Company X has identified a stakeholder for Project C who is highly interested in the project,
has high influence, and is a supporter of the project. Which of the following is the best method
for managing this stakeholder?A. The stakeholder should be involved in the team meetings,
reported to, and provided with the information he or she requestsB. The stakeholder should be
given requirements that are clear and reports on the project’s progressC. The stakeholder
should be invited to join the project management teamD. The stakeholder should be invited to



partake in the project's risk management process Question 39:Part of the stakeholder group of a
technology project is based in Italy, and the rest of the stakeholders are based in the US. A
quarterly report was prepared by the project team. It was printed and shipped to all stakeholders.
A link where the report could be downloaded in both English and Italian was also emailed,
because some of the technical descriptions in the report are best understood in native
languages. Which of the following considerations did the project team take into account when
producing and distributing the report?A. Communications technologyB. Physical locationC. All of
theseD. Language Question 40:You have been assigned the role of project manager and you
have a team of six (including you as project manager). How many channels of communication
are there on your team?A. 10B. 12C. 15D. 6 Question 41:When evaluating project team
members, a multi-criteria decision analysis tool may be used. This tool will typically score a team
member on all of the following except:A. AvailabilityB. ExperienceC. InfluenceD. Cost Question
42:You work on a team of all remote team members that reside in different parts of the country
and different time zones. In order to try to put faces with people and build a good team
environment, you request permission from your organization to buy and implement anew video
conferencing system. This is an example of what tool used in the Manage Communications
process?A. Electronic communications managementB. Project information analysis systemC.
Social media managementD. Electronic project management tools Question 43:A salience
model describes which of the following?A. Classes of stakeholders based on assessments of
their level of authority, urgency, and legitimacyB. The specialists contributing knowledgeC. The
level of concern by stakeholders based on the project outcomeD. The stakeholder
community Question 44:You are managing a team and it has come to your attention that senior
management would like to release a software update to market earlier than planned. You believe
this could work, with some revisions to the plans laid out two months ago at the start of the
project. So that you can speed up the launch, you decide to fast-track a project phase currently
being worked on by three developers, and another phase planned to start in a couple of weeks
with another three developers. You know that communication has been a challenge with several
of these developers in the past, and you understand it is your responsibility to remove
impediments for the team. Which of the following best describes what you should do first?A.
Hold a phase gate meeting so that technical performance can be evaluatedB. Hold a
retrospective meetingC. Revise the structure of the team by delegating tasks so that effective
flow of communication remains intact across a combined teamD. Confirm that the exit criteria of
the previous phase have been satisfied and consult the project charter Question 45:It becomes
apparent that gathering information and input from expert stakeholders would benefit the
success of a project. In order to allow free-flowing conversation and collection of multiple
viewpoints, which of the following methods should the project manager use to make sure that all
possible opinions in the stakeholder group can be gathered?A. Focus groupB. BrainstormingC.
Brain writingD. Facilitation Question 46:Which of the following is not a stage of team
development according to the Tuckman ladder model?A. AdjourningB. ImprovingC. StormingD.



Forming Question 47:Which of the following is not a benefit of the Develop Team process?A.
Reduced attritionB. Motivated employeesC. Lessons learnedD. Improved teamwork Question
48:Which of the following is an output of the Plan Stakeholder Engagement process?A. Issue
logB. Work performance informationC. Stakeholder engagement planD. Stakeholder
register Question 49:Which of the following does not describe an aspect of servant leadership?
A. Servant leaders are most effective in low-change projectsB. All of theseC. The project
manager relies on senior management to provide motivation for the teamD. Servant leadership
works best in siloed organizations Question 50:Claire, one of the stakeholders in a golf course
construction project, presents a challenge for the project manager, Jaime. On several occasions,
Claire has left Jamie voice messages with queries for the team, but when Jaime returned her
calls she did not answer. Since the answers were lengthy and complex, Jaime indicated in voice
messages that he received her queries and would email the responses. Despite Jaime's emails,
Claire insists her queries are not being prioritized and has become rather unsupportive of the
project. Which of the following best describes what Jaime can complete as a first step to
improve the situation with Claire?A. Sender/receiver communication modelB. Communication
styles assessmentC. Communications management planD. Stakeholder engagement
matrix Question 51:Lucien is gathering information from stakeholders about requirements for an
upcoming project. A couple of the stakeholders have different perspectives about one of the key
designated project requirements. Which of the following best describes a course of action
Lucien can take to resolve these differences?A. Use observation/conversationB. Use autocratic
decision makingC. Facilitate a user stories sessionD. Create a stakeholder power/influence
grid Question 52:Maintaining or increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of stakeholder
activities is a benefit of what process?A. Identify StakeholdersB. Plan Stakeholder
EngagementC. Monitor Stakeholder EngagementD. Manage Stakeholder Engagement Question
53:Communication models are designs for effective communication. What is the sequence of
steps in a basic communication model?A. Encode > Transmit > Decode > Acknowledge >
FeedbackB. Encode > Transmit > Decode > Feedback > AcknowledgeC. Decode > Encode >
Transmit > Acknowledge > FeedbackD. Encode > Decode > Transmit > Acknowledge >
Feedback Question 54:Which conflict resolution technique is being used in the scenario below?
“I know that all of you keep telling me we need to hire two additional employees in order to get
the work done in a timely manner; however, | am not going to do it, and that is my final
decision.”A. Compromise/reconcileB. Collaborate/problem solveC. Force/directD. Withdraw/
avoid Question 55:When individuals are brought together as a team, it is known as:A.
PerformingB. NormingC. FormingD. Storming Question 56:The project manager demonstrates a
commitment to serve and put other people first by assisting each team member with his or her
tasks throughout the duration of the project. Which leadership style does this best represent?A.
Servant leaderB. Laissez-faireC. InteractionalD. Transactional Question 57:Tim is managing a
project in which there are teams in different locations across the world in order to obtain cost
savings for the company. An organizational guideline requires that at least 35 percent of the work



should be done from a remote location. This is an example of:A. An organizational assetB. A
constraintC. An assumptionD. A choice Question 58:The Salience model describes classes of
stakeholders based on their:A. Power, influence, and legitimacyB. Power, urgency, and interestC.
Power, urgency, and legitimacyD. Power, interest, and legitimacy Question 59:After a few weeks
of work on a project, Frank has noticed that while team members are all quite skilled in their
roles, they are not communicating as effectively as they could be to enable the best project
outcomes. Some reports published to the stakeholder group have not been received well
because, although they were factual and provided all the necessary information, they contained
typos and language that was not aligned to the organization’s standard tone. Which of the
following best describes something Frank could do to improve the stakeholder group's
perception of the team?A. Enroll the team in an effective professional communications courseB.
Update the stakeholder management planC. Complete a stakeholder engagement assessment
matrixD. Enroll the team in a cultural awareness course Question 60:A town has engaged a firm
to design and build a new community center, and there is a group of residents who are voicing
concern about the proposed plans. The residents want asay in the design because they will be
the ones using the facility once it is finished. They believe that they will be affected by the project
and]or its results, and therefore they designate themselves as stakeholders. The group is
influential in the town. Do these residents qualify as stakeholders?A. Yes, they can influence the
project and should be engaged accordinglyB. No, they are not directly involved with the projectC.
No, the town does not want them included as stakeholdersD. No, they were not designated as
stakeholders during project planning Question 61:In which situation might it be appropriate for a
team to skip a stage of the Tuckman ladder (forming, storming, norming, performing,
adjourning)?A. A project team adds a new member halfway through the projectB. Two teams
from previous projects are merging for a new projectC. Team members have worked together on
past projectsD. No team members have worked together previously Question 62:Two project
managers are attending an industry event one evening. Over drinks, they disagree about the
characteristics that should be taken into consideration when deciding what sort of leadership
style to use for a project. Which of the following characteristics should not be considered?A.
Leader characteristicsB. None; they should all be taken into accountC. Organizational
characteristicsD. Team member characteristics Question 63:Which of the following should a
project manager take into consideration when determining which leadership style is best to use?
A. All of theseB. Team member characteristicsC. Organizational characteristicsD. Environmental
characteristics Question 64:A software engineer needs some help with removing an impediment
that is affecting her work. She decides to ask for assistance and brainstorm possible solutions
with the team in the daily standup. Which of the following statements is true?A. This is an
incorrect approach; she should implement a self-generated solutionB. This is an incorrect
approach; she should bring up the problem but not expect solutionsC. She should have
approached the scrum master firstD. She took the right step; her team will be a good source of
solutions Question 65:You are in the middle of managing a complex project when Lisa, a senior



team member, approaches you about her desire to continue her education. This would mean her
leaving her current project assignment and your team. She needs a recommendation from her
workplace to fulfill the admission requirements for the program. You have put in a lot of effort to
build the team and increase their efficiency and proficiency. Which of the following best
describes what you should do?A. Request that her functional manager remove her from the
teamB. Commend her on her plans and let her know you will assume her remaining
responsibilitiesC. Discuss and plan her exit so that it has the least impact on the project, and
write her recommendationD. Explain that you cannot write her recommendation because the
project is in the execution stage Question 66:Company X has identified a stakeholder for Project
D who is moderately interested in the project, has high influence, supports the project, and is
responsible for completing many of the project's tasks. Which of the following is the best method
for managing this stakeholder?A. The stakeholder should be invited to partake in the project's
risk management processB. The stakeholder should be invited to join the project management
teamC. The stakeholder should be given requirements that are clear and reports on the project's
progressD. The stakeholder should be involved in the team meetings, reported to, and provided
with the information he or she requests Question 67:Gill, a hiring manager, is writing a post on a
job board to find a new project manager to lead a highly technical app development project. The
project manager will be tasked with ensuring that the project work product is of very high quality,
which will be accomplished through project team members and other stakeholders working
closely with each other. Which of the following best describes what the focus of the job posting
should be?A. Engineering skillsB. Interpersonal skillsC. None of the aboveD. Technical
skills Question 68:Which of the following would not be an organizational process asset that
would influence the Manage Team process?A. Corporate apparelB. Organizational standard
processes, policies, and process definitionsC. Bonus structureD. Certificates of
appreciation Question 69:Jaime, a project manager, rarely employs a rewards system with his
team and does not encourage collaboration, but the project team members follow his direction
faithfully because they know he has not hesitated to include negative feedback in their
performance appraisals in the past. Which of the following best describes the form of power
Jaime uses with his team members?A. CoerciveB. IngratiatingC. PersuasiveD.
Situational Question 70:Carl, a project manager, knew that the conclusion of the team’s
infrastructure project was approaching, so he scheduled the first focus group with the project
stakeholders and the first round of structured interviews with team members. His goal was to
assess the team's overall efficacy and evaluate individual team members' performance. He
solicited feedback from the construction group manager and the community liaison. Which of the
following statements best describes Carl's approach?A. Ineffective: individual and team
performance should be assessed throughout the life cycle of a projectB. Effective: stakeholders
and team members should be consulted for feedbackC. Effective: feedback can be collected
through focus groupsD. Ineffective: stakeholder feedback is not needed at a project’s
conclusion Question 71:Of the following, which best relates to servant leadership?A.



Accomplishment determines incentivesB. Focused on other people’s growthC. Hands-offD.
Strong ability to inspire Question 72:As project manager of Project X, where would you look to
see which stakeholders have the greatest influence over your project?A. Project management
planB. Stakeholder engagement planC. Stakeholder registerD. Project charter Question
73:Which of the following is not a document that can be used as an input for the Develop Team
process?A. Team performance assessmentB. Project scheduleC. Team charterD. Resource
management plan Question 74:You, as the project manager, need to identify stakeholders for an
upcoming project. Which of the following are techniques could you use for this process?A.
Stakeholder mapping and stakeholder engagement planB. Brainstorming and stakeholder
mappingC. Stakeholder engagement plan and expert judgmentD. Document analysis and
assumption log Question 75:Which conflict resolution technique is being used in the scenario
below? "Okay, | need each of you to speak individually and tell me what is going on. Once you
each voice your concerns, we will work on resolving the issue.”A. Collaborate/problem solveB.
Smooth/accommodateC. Force/directD. Compromise/reconcile Question 76:Company X is in
the process of implementing new software. John Jones is the head of the IT department for
Company X and Jane Moore is the operations manager for the department receiving the new
software. John and Jane would be considered:A. CustomersB. SponsorsC. StakeholdersD.
Project managers Question 77:Which conflict resolution technique is being used in the scenario
below? "Since the team cannot come up with a resolution for how to fix the lag time between
filling orders, we will table the problem and discuss it in a few weeks."A. Withdraw/avoidB.
Compromise/reconcileC. Collaborate/problem-solveD. Force/direct Question 78:Which of the
following is a benefit resulting from a team developing better emotional intelligence (E1)?A.
Reduced staff turnoverB. More T-shaped peopleC. Ability to skip steps of the Tuckman ladderD.
Work completed early Question 79:You learn that one of the developers on the project team had
some experience presenting status updates to management in her previous position, usually
during meetings. She's keen to build on that experience and has asked to be the one to share
status reports during team meetings for the new project you are working on together. After the
first meeting, it is clear that she is not very comfortable speaking up and the result is an
unengaging status update for stakeholders. Which of the following best describes what you
should do?A. Take over status reporting yourselfB. Create a work performance reportC. Discuss
ways to improve with the developerD. Document the issue for the developer's functional
manager Question 80:Which of the following is a common source of conflict in a project?
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